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Kenya offers a magical experience no matter where you choose to travel and sometimes being spoilt for

choice can be too much of a good thing.

A unique collection of diverse, authentic, multisensorial experiences to ensure that now, no matter what

you chose, you will be spoilt with luxury and take home a bagful of memories to share and cherish for a lifetime.

INTRODUCING MAGICAL KENYA SIGNATURE EXPERIENCES.



KAREN BLIXEN

Live Kenya’s most epic saga of love, heartbreak and hope through the pages of history left open like a book 

in the home of Karen Blixen. An author, poet and artist whose story of triumph against odds to bring to life 

the dream of her deceased partner was turned into the Oscar winning film ‘Out of Africa’. Now a museum 

in her name, her home is a tourist attraction for the hopeless romantic in all of us.

By National Museums of Kenya



THE FOREST ADVENTURE
By African Forest Lodges

Imagine yourself surrounded by towering lungs of nature feeding pure oxygen to fire your adrenaline rush 

as you speed down the longest zip line in Central and Eastern Africa. Or step off an e-bike and close your 

eyes to soak in the tranquility of little brooks bubbling over rocks after an exhilarating ride. You could also 

experience this nature trail on foot or horseback. The vast Kereita Forest is filled with thrills that are a must-do 

for every adventure seeker.



CATCHING LIGHT AND TOUCHING FIRE
By Kitengela Hot Glass

If you want to experience first hand turning into a planet savior while creating bespoke pieces of art from 

glass, welcome to trial by fire at the heart of one of Kenya’s biggest glass recycling projects. For years, 

Kitengela has been at the forefront of empowering the community by providing employment through 

teaching the unique process of dalle de verre in glass and bead making. 



OLARRO BY HERMES
By Vittoria

If we could put a ‘reserved’ sign on nature’s most exquisite show on earth, it would be placed at the carbon 

neutral Olarro by Hermes. A private sanctuary within the Maasai Mara reserve where there are literally no 

limits to what you can do in the surrounding 20,000 acres of wilderness that are in the corridor of the 

annual wildebeest migration. Indulge in anything that takes your fancy from quad biking, bush dining, 

sundowners in the open, a visit to Maasai settlements or just relax to a massage in the most unique spa 

experience of your life.



KAYAKING AT THE MUGIE DAM
By Ekorian’s Mugie Camp

Water bodies are always the best place in the wild to see animals of all kinds coexist in harmony. Experience 

this on a kayak as spoonbill stork swim alongside and fish from the dam. You will sometimes share the water 

with herds of elephants escaping the midday heat. A picnic deck overlooking the dam makes for a scenic 

view and an enviable album of likes and comments. At Ekorian’s, you also get the opportunity to be a part of 

ongoing wildlife conservation projects and leave an impact in a way unimaginable as a traveller. 



MOUNT KENYA; MORNING OF FLY FISHING FUN
By Tropic Air Safaris

We add the fly to your fly-fishing bucket list because there’s nothing in the world that can match the air 

safari taking you to untouched locations inaccessible by land. Fly past Mount Kenya, the highest mountain 

in Kenya on your way to Lake Ellis, Lake Alice and Fox Tarn. You will catch more than fish; you will get reeled 

in by enchanting views of the highlands that make up Central Kenya.



SUGUTA VALLEY; DAY TRIP BY HELICOPTER
By Tropic Air Safaris

Kenya’s beauty can be seen from different perspectives and this one is heavenly in every way. You will 

forget the whir of the blades as the vast vista of Laikipia opens up under you. The first stop atop Silale Crater 

allows you to set foot and remind yourself that the experience is real. The tour continues down to Suguta 

Valley strewn with lava flows, salt plains and crocodile pools. We’re leaving out a few so that you witness the 

diversity of Kenya’s terrain in a single air safari that will make it something that plays back in your memory in 

HD every time you revisit the experience.



BIG CAT SAFARIS
By Gamewatchers Safaris

This visit will take you to two of the three green destinations in Kenya and if you’re a discerning ecofriendly 

traveler, just a reminder that there are only 40 destinations in the world on the IUCN green list of which we 

are a part of. In eight days you will get a feel of the best wildlife views to be seen in Africa shown to you 

by the best Maasai trackers and leaders of their communities. Most travelers come to this experience as 

tourists and come back again to visit friends.



REMARKABLE KENYA WITH A HUMANITARIAN TOUCH
By Let’s Go Travel

What is the true Kenyan spirit? It can’t be described in words, only felt with the power of giving. Create 

lifelong bonds in a soul transforming trip that gets you into the lap of nature and connects you to the 

people who are living proof that it is possible to maintain the delicate balance of man and nature.

Most people take a holiday to connect with themselves, this one will connect you with ‘Uhai’, which

is Swahili for soul.



STAND UP PADDLE BOARDING WITH DOLPHINS
By Tribe Watersports

If you love dolphins, this one is for you. Paddle up to dolphins in the open ocean and watch them playfully 

swim around you. Due to the ocean conditions and the migration cycle, this experience opens for just three 

months during the year between November to March. Get to paddle along the Indo Pacific Humpback and 

the Acrobatic Spinner dolphins.

This is a completely new experience to Africa and Watamu is one of the only places  worldwide where this can 

be done. Get up close and observe dolphins in their natural habitat in the beauty of Watamu’s marine park.



TAMARIND DHOW DINING EXPERIENCE
By The Tamarind Group

Row back in time as a royal member on a dining experience aboard a ‘Dhow’. Choose between two 

ocean worthy dhows called ‘Nawalikher’ and ‘Babulkher’ to cruise gently around the scenic creek in the 

historic port of Mombasa. Start the cruise in the evening and come back starry eyed with the finest seafood 

experience that will move you, literally.



FINCH HATTONS LUXURY
By Finch Hattons

This is a curated experience that takes you back to an era long gone. Painstakingly preserved in detail where 

you’d feel like calling an umbrella a parasol. It is minimally intrusive where modern luxury blends into history 

to offer a 5-Star boutique hotel experience set on natural fresh water springs. You are surrounded by 35 

acres of untouched wilderness set in Chyulu Hills with a view of the magnificent Mt. Kilimanjaro, Africa’s 

tallest mountain.



CONNECT WITH KENYA-SOCIAL GOOD KENYA EXPERIENCE
By One Horizon Ltd.

Connect with Kenya is more than a feel good experience. It is a rare look into the cultural and social lives 

of Kenyans. Whether you visit with a traditional local village, join the workforce on a family farm or meet 

our women and warriors, you not only get to meet with the local communities but also impact their lives 

immeasurably. What could be better than that?



SKYSAFARI KENYA-THE ULTIMATE AFRICA ADVENTURE
By Elewana Collections 

Take everything you’ve heard and imagined about the luxury of the African Safari and wipe the slate clean. 

Now imagine an Executive Class Cessna Caravan flown for you on pre-destined stops on a 8-day trip that 

takes you across all magical wildlife reserves from Amboseli to Masai Mara. You get to experience the best 

of Kenya’s wildlife in the most luxurious and indulgent resorts that the world has to offer.



THE STARBEDS AT LOISABA
By Elewana Collections

We have carved out an experience that brings you so close to the stars that you feel you could reach out 

and pluck them. Lie down on any of our star beds in Laikipia cut into the rocky features. Each one of the 

beds is unique and in perfect harmony with nature, they sit on wooden platforms that offer a wide personal 

view into the undulating valley. Fill your day with bush walks, camel tours and cultural interactions with the 

local community and then back to kick off your shoes and lie in what has been described as the largest 

bedroom in the world.
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